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Maximize your ROI with project management done right

When deploying large-scale projects and intelligent edge solutions end-to-end, companies need assurance 

the installation will deliver the intended ROI. With 40 years of leadership in connected edge devices, Zebra 

ensures the success of your deployment with Program Management, a Zebra Signature Service. When done 

right, implementation of these solutions allows you to act upon real-time data to improve operational processes, 

identify new sources of revenue and transform business outcomes. But the larger the project, the trickier the 

nuances.

Large projects entail complex logistics, and demand strong communication and disciplined change control to 

be successful. Zebra project methodology, founded in project management standards from PMI®, goes beyond 

routine processes, bringing best practices and refinements that come from unparalleled domain experience. 

Program Management implements your project with minimal risks and maximum outcomes aligned with your 

strategic objectives.

Benefit from a well communicated and managed solution
Our engagements begin with thoroughly communicated and carefully managed planning and design, and end 

with a successful transition to support and managed services. By ensuring your complex project stays on point, 

our experts allow you to confidently and rapidly implement Zebra technology.

Transfer project risks to industry leaders
Our experts know Zebra products and solutions like no one else. By leveraging our experts to deploy your Zebra 

technology, you transfer project risks to our industry leaders. You avoid potential constraints with internal IT, 

difficulties with complex logistics, missed commitments, and poor end-user satisfaction.

Realize your ROI faster
With large projects and IES, even small oversights can have enterprise-wide impacts. Lack of familiarity with 

these projects and their unique requirements, can cause delays, cost over-runs, and missed benefits. Our project 

management streamlines the integration and implementation so you can realize a greater ROI faster.

For more information, visit www.zebra.com/signature 

or access our global contact directory at www.zebra.com/contact
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At-a-Glance: Program Management 

Implement your large-scale Zebra project and IES 
to provide the greatest benefits and ROI – only with Program Management, 

a Zebra Signature Service.

For more information, visit www.zebra.com/signature
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Overview Business Impact

Large 

deployment

Zebra provides comprehensive services in administration, 
coordination, management and customized deployments.

Our three “off-the-shelf” project management options come with 
ready-to-go scope and pricing.

We have access to key Zebra data to leverage Zebra internal 
insights into our supply chain and engineering.

Minimized risks to project schedules, implementation 
results and end-user adoption.

Transfer of risk to industry leader. 

Expedited ROI and business outcomes from speedier 
project success and user adoption.

Intelligent 

edge solution 

implementation

Our Signature Service offers project management to implement 
your innovative and unique intelligent edge solution.

The assurance of an IES project correctly executed with 
our unique solution-based methodology.

Accelerated implementation of your IES solution.

IES implementation managed against the challenge of 
innovation to ensure results and ROI.

Why Zebra? 
At Zebra, we recognize that for businesses to compete they must become as 

smart and connected as the world we live in. While other providers focus on their 

own products, we focus on your business outcomes. Program Management is just 

one example of how we do this. We accelerate your Zebra project and ensure it is 

delivered expertly end-to-end to enhance your enterprise.   
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